
Phonics at St. Luke’s
At St Luke’s, synthetic phonics is taught daily from Reception to Year 2, 

following the Letters & Sounds and NC progression. All children move together 
through learning graphemes in order to avoid gaps forming. Slow graspers are 

provided with timely, often same-day intervention in order to keep up. Lessons 
are fast-paced, highly interactive, and challenge all pupils to apply segmenting 

and blending skills.

A typical phonics lesson

Revisit and Review: Revisit all previously learned graphemes. Practise 
blending and segmenting words (min. of 6) containing previously learnt 
graphemes, linking to ‘teach’ and upcoming new learning where 
possible

Teach: Teach new grapheme or explore new spelling rule (look, say, spell 
– handwriting link). Gradual release teaching model (I do, we do, you 
do) to blend and segment words containing new focus or rule. When 
teaching spelling rules, a child-led investigative approach may be used 
to discover spelling conventions.

Practise: All children should have opportunity to practise blending and 
segmenting as many words as possible (min. of 6), usually with a 
phonics partner. Session to include interactivity and movement.

Apply: Daily opportunities are provided to apply new learning to 
reading and writing phrases and sentences at the end of each phonics 
session. Every opportunity is taken to apply these skills across the 
curriculum and through the learning environment.



The Literacy Environment

Reception to Year 2 classrooms have:

Minimum Entitlement for Slower Graspers
At St. Luke’s we recognise the importance of ALL pupils 

becoming fluent readers as early as possible so that they 
access the full curriculum. If a child falls behind, we quickly 

intervene to ensure they rapidly catch up.

Any pupil who falls behind will receive:
- Regular intervention through over-teaching or pre-

teaching provided by the class teacher
- A personalised phonics overview to track gaps
- A phonics fan to support regular retrieval
- A personalised home learning pack
- Adaptive teaching and scaffolding within phonics lessons

What our effective phonics teaching looks like :
❖ Weekly lesson sequence shows clear progression and appropriate 

phase pitch.
❖ Phonic session is taught in 4 parts (revisit and review earlier 

teaching, teach, practise, apply)
❖ Revisit and review part of the session allows pupils to blend and 

segment words, not only phonemes.
❖ Demonstrates how to blend the sounds in words, in order, clearly 

and accurately.
❖ Demonstrates how to segment words into their individual sounds to 

spell them.
❖ Clear and correct articulation of phonemes.
❖ Planned opportunities for independent application of phonic skills 

across the curriculum throughout the day.
❖ Interactive and multisensory teaching and learning strategies, 

including mnemonics.
❖ Pace of session (using teaching time as effectively as possible so that 

every minute counts).
❖ Adaptive teaching within sessions – all children learning the same 

phoneme in scaffolding matched to their needs. Flexible starting 
points to appropriately support or challenge all pupils with 
sufficiently high expectations.

❖ Good links being made between spelling and handwriting.
❖ Uses AFL strategies to identify the children that may be struggling or 

have simply not quite grasped something.
❖ Ensuring that all children are actively participating.
❖ Praising children and reinforcing learning, including sufficient 

repetition to master skills.
❖ Evidence that tricky words are being taught alongside phonics skills.
❖ Making the best use of resources evident – areas of the classroom / 

activities provide opportunities to embed.
❖ Effective deployment of TA during phonic session.
❖ Literacy environment successfully supports application of phonics in 

independent learning.


